
Hemoglobin (Hb), which constitutes ~98% of the

total protein in erythrocyte cytoplasm, is responsible for

oxygen transport in the bloodstream of vertebrates.

Vertebrate hemoglobin is a tetramer consisting of two α-

and two β-polypeptide chains that are associated with

heme. In vertebrates, there are typically several hemoglo-

bin forms that differ in composition of polypeptide chains

and are adjusted for oxygen transport under different

conditions and in different stages of ontogenesis.

Requirement for different forms of hemoglobin, which

are specific for embryonic, fetal, and adult development

stages, is determined by specificity of blood circulation in

the organism during different ontogenic stages. The pres-

ence of several forms of hemoglobin that differ in

polypeptide chain composition is provided by the expres-

sion of related but different genes. This is true for both α-

and β-globin gene families. In the human genome, syn-

thesis of α- and β-globin chains is directed by two sepa-

rate gene clusters: an α-globin gene domain that contains

an embryonic gene ζ and two adult genes α; and a β-glo-

bin gene domain comprising an embryonic gene ε, two

fetal genes Gγ, Aγ, and two adult genes δ and β [1].

During the first trimester of pregnancy, embryonic α- and

β-type genes (ζ-globin and ε-globin, respectively) are

expressed in erythrocytes and erythroblasts in the first

primitive wave of hematopoiesis. Embryonic hemoglobin

totally disappears by the end of the first trimester.

However, during the 6th week of development, even

before the disappearance of embryonic hemoglobin,

expression of fetal β-globin genes and adult α-globin

genes is triggered. During this time, fetal hemoglobin

(HbF – α2γ2) appears in fetal blood. During the neona-

tal period, fetal hemoglobin is substituted by adult hemo-

globin (HbA1 (α2β2) and HbA2 (α2δ2)). Synthesis of

adult hemoglobin is provided by expression the adult glo-

bin genes. The phenomenon of stage-specific activation

and repression of transcription is referred to as globin

gene switching.
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Abstract—Vertebrates have multiple forms of hemoglobin that differ in the composition of their polypeptide chains. During

ontogenesis, the composition of these subunits changes. Genes encoding different α- and β-polypeptide chains are located

in two multigene clusters on different chromosomes. Each cluster contains several genes that are expressed at different stages

of ontogenesis. The phenomenon of stage-specific transcription of globin genes is referred to as globin gene switching.

Mechanisms of expression switching, stage-specific activation, and repression of transcription of α- and β-globin genes are

of interest from both theoretical and practical points of view. Alteration of balanced expression of globin genes, which usu-

ally occurs due to damage to adult β-globin genes, leads to development of severe diseases – hemoglobinopathies. In most

cases, reactivation of the fetal hemoglobin gene in patients with β-thalassemia and sickle cell disease can reduce negative

consequences of irreversible alterations of expression of the β-globin genes. This review focuses on the current state of

research on genetic and epigenetic mechanisms underlying stage-specific switching of β-globin genes.
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In humans, three successive erythropoiesis waves

occur during embryonic, fetal, and adult stages of onto-

genesis [2-4]. Primitive erythroid cells originate from yolk

sac hemangioblasts and differentiate into erythrocytes in

the bloodstream. Later, during ontogenesis in the yolk

sac, definitive erythropoiesis cell precursors begin to dif-

ferentiate. They enter the bloodstream, colonize the

embryonic liver, and provide fetal erythropoiesis. Bone

marrow hematopoietic stem cells originating from the

aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) give rise to adult ery-

throcytes. Thus, embryonic, fetal, and adult erythrocytes

originate from different precursor cells and differentiate

independently of each other. The type of erythropoiesis

(embryonic, fetal, or definitive) is determined at several

regulatory levels: from modulation of proliferative status

of precursor cells to differential utilization of mechanisms

of transduction of erythroid differentiation signal

depending on various transcriptional activators and

repressors and their cofactors as well as cell microenvi-

ronment factors [5]. Decision on stage-specific activation

or repression of globin gene expression is most probably

made simultaneously with determining the type of ery-

thropoiesis. Historically, change in a profile of globin

gene expression is referred to as globin gene switching. We

believe that it is more appropriate to say that there is suc-

cessive change of cell lines, which originally possess dif-

ferent transcriptional programs, rather than a stage-spe-

cific switching transcriptional program of a single cell line

during erythroid differentiation. However, until now the

possibility of true switching of the expression from fetal to

adult type in a population of common precursor cells for

human fetal and adult erythroblasts is being discussed [1,

6, 7].

Along with the onset of the molecular biology era,

genetic and epigenetic mechanisms of switching the

stage-specific expression of human β-globin genes have

drawn attention of researchers. The β-globin gene

domain is one of the best-studied models in molecular

biology [8, 9]. By now, dozens of transcription factors

have been characterized that direct stage-specific expres-

sion of β-globin genes [6], and epigenetic mechanisms

have been revealed that act at the level of chromatin

organization [10, 11]. The role of the spatial organization

of the domain in switching the expression of β-globin

genes has been studied [12-14]. Along with the funda-

mental aspect, understanding of the mechanism of stage-

specific β-globin gene switching has important practical

value. The β-globin gene domain is most frequently dam-

aged in patients with anemia. Deficiency in the adult β-

globin leads to development of sickle cell disease and β-

thalassemia in mutation carriers. Reactivation of the fetal

β-globin gene can partially compensate for the deficiency

in normal β-globin and relieve symptoms of these diseases

[15, 16]. For this reason, studying mechanisms of stage-

specific β-globin gene switching is of interest from both

theoretical and practical points of view.

STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL STUDIES

OF ORGANIZATION OF THE β-GLOBIN

GENE DOMAIN

The β-globin gene domains in vertebrates are typical

representatives of a group of genomic domains that have

different sensitivity to DNase treatment depending on the

type of cell differentiation [9]. Human, murine, and

chicken β-globin gene domains have been most thor-

oughly studied (figure) [17, 18]. The human β-globin

gene domain can be considered as a typical representative

of these domains. This domain is surrounded by CTCF-

dependent insulators [19], it includes globin genes

arranged according to their activation order during devel-

opment [20], and it has a locus control region (LCR) that

controls transcription state of the domain and transcrip-

tion activity of the globin genes [21]. The domain is inte-

grated into an extended locus of olfactory receptors. It is

situated in inactive (DNase-resistant) chromatin in non-

erythroid cells, whereas it is located in active (DNase-

sensitive) chromatin in erythroid cells [18]. Deletion of

the LCR leads to lack of active domain configuration in

erythroid cells [22]. The LCR includes several enhancers

that are required for correct order of activation of the glo-

bin genes during development [23]. Additional regulatory

elements participating in the control of the β-globin gene

domain are located within a cluster of olfactory receptors

far beyond the area limited by the insulators. However,

these regulatory elements are usually not considered as

part of the β-globin gene domain [18]. The active state of

the domain in erythroid cells correlates with high levels of

histone acetylation. At the same time, the level of histone

acetylation within the LCR remains equally high during

all developmental stages, whereas acetylation in embry-

onic–fetal and adult subdomains correlates with tran-

scriptional activity of the corresponding genes [24]. The

high level of intergenic transcription in erythroid cells is

an interesting feature of the domain [25, 26]. According

to some data, intergenic transcription is required for acti-

vation of subdomains specific for the development stage

[27]. In contrast, other data indicate that intergenic tran-

scription may be required for inactivation of stage-specif-

ic subdomains via RNA interference [28].

In mice, the β-globin gene domain includes two

embryonic genes εy and βh1, and two adult genes βmaj

and βmin. In contrast to humans, in mice during onto-

genic expression switching from embryonic to adult only

occurs once. Another important feature of the domain is

low expression level of adult genes in embryonic erythro-

cytes [29]. This suggests the theoretical possibility of

expression switching from embryonic to adult type in a

single cell line. At the 5′-end of the β-globin locus there

is also an LCR containing enhancers required for expres-

sion of all the β-globin genes [17]. For a long time,

human β-globin genes integrated into the mouse genome

remained the only model available for fundamental stud-
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ies of the human β-globin gene domain. However, mech-

anisms of regulation of expression switching for human

genes in transgenic mice is not a perfect model for regu-

lation of human β-globin genes in their native genetic

context. Human transgenes after integration acquire

transcriptional regulation features that are specific for

mice: transcription switching occurs only once. The

human embryonic gene ε and the fetal genes are

expressed concurrently with murine embryonic genes Ey

and βh1, and human adult genes δ and β are expressed

along with the murine adult genes [30]. An intermediate

fetal erythropoiesis wave, when only fetal genes are

expressed, is a late evolutionary acquisition and is only

typical for primates.

The chicken β-globin gene domain is another popu-

lar model for studying regulation of transcriptional

switching. This domain includes two adult genes, βH and

βA, that are flanked with two embryonic genes, ρ and ε.

In addition to LCR enhancers, the domain contains an

additional enhancer located between the two genes, βA

and ε [31].

Like the human genome, the β-globin gene domain

in both mouse and chicken genomes is surrounded by

olfactory receptor genes and is insulated from the genome

by specialized regulatory elements. Thus, structural and

functional organizations of the β-globin gene domain are

conserved, and many features of transcriptional regula-

tion and globin gene switching are shared by all

endotherms.

MECHANISMS OF STAGE-SPECIFIC

ACTIVATION OF β-GLOBIN GENES

Stage-specific expression switching can occur

through at least two mechanisms: by direct competition

between a stage-specific gene promoter for shared regula-

tory elements, or by autonomous activation and/or

autonomous silencing via specific activators and repres-

sors as well as epigenetic mechanisms [1, 32]. Most prob-

ably, these mechanisms do not exclude, but rather supple-

ment each other.

Enhancers within LCR direct transcription of both

the adult β-globin gene and embryonic gene ε. A long

time ago it was found that enhancer mutations that

increase transcriptional activity of the adult gene led to

proportional increase in transcriptional activity of gene

ε. Based on this observation, it was suggested that the

activity of both promoters is regulated by the same region

of the enhancer. A hypothesis was proposed that promot-

ers of adult and fetal genes compete for a common regu-

latory element that might be crucial for regulation of

expression of these genes at corresponding stages of

development [33, 34]. It was shown that at any moment

an LCR interacts with only one promoter, and alternative

interactions may determine differential expression of

stage-specific genes [34]. Selection of the promoter that

would interact with the LCR depends on the ontogenic

stage.

The suggestion about possible promoter competition

was confirmed using a modern approach of recruiting

transcription factors to specific regulatory elements.

Dimerization of a transcription factor LDB1 upon its

binding to the enhancer and the promoter as a part of a

composite protein complex provides rapprochement of

these regulatory elements within the β-globin gene

domain. Manual targeting of LDB1 to a fetal gene pro-

Structure of the β-globin gene domain in mouse (a), chicken (b),

and human (c) chromatin. Rectangles indicate the position of

genes: white – embryonal, gray – fetal, black – adult. Location

of cis-acting regulatory elements is indicated by circles. Model of

spatial organization of the human β-globin gene domain at the

stage of expression of embryonal (d), fetal (e), and adult (f) β-

globin genes
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moter in adult human erythroblasts reactivates the fetal

gene and causes reciprocal repression of the adult genes.

Increase in expression levels correlates with formation of

a specific activator cluster of regulatory elements. These

data indirectly confirm promoter competition as a leading

mechanism of stage-specific activation [35].

As stated above, in addition to competition between

regulatory elements, mechanisms of autonomous stage-

specific activation and repression of corresponding genes

may be involved in expression switching. Information for

stage-specific expression activation is provided by both

promoters of globin genes [36] and remote regulatory ele-

ments. Deletion analysis carried out on the transgenic

murine model showed that active expression of the

embryonic gene requires a core element including HS3

LCR, which binds to several transcription factors [37].

Activation of the adult and fetal genes depends on a core

element of HS4 LCR [38]. Deletion of HS1 significantly

decreased expression level of both embryonic and fetal

genes at corresponding stages of development [39].

One of the mechanisms of autonomous differential

activation could be low-level intergenic transcription of

embryo-fetal or adult subdomains [26, 40, 41]. Deletion

of a promoter controlling intergenic transcription of the

adult subdomain results in repression of the adult genes

even though promoters of these genes and LCR are not

damaged. This suggests that the active state of the adult

subdomain is provided by sequential histone acetylation

within this subdomain, which is mediated by low-level

transcription by RNA-polymerase II [42].

An interesting model was proposed that describes the

balance of mechanisms of stage-specific activation and

repression of β-globin genes in mice [43]. The histone

methyltransferase G9a-GLP, which binds to promoters of

both the adult and embryonic genes, plays a pivotal role in

this mechanism. In adult murine erythroid cells both

adult and embryonic genes bind simultaneously G9a-

GLP and MLL2, which, according to the classical con-

cept, provide divergent chromatin context. Changing bal-

ance in favor of either activation or repression activity

occurs at the level of complex formation between G9a-

GLP and MLL2 with specific demethylases. Concerted

action of demethylase H3K4me3 Jarid1a and H3K9/K27

methyltransferase G9a-GLP at the promoter of the

embryonic gene E(y) provides its repression, which goes

along with appearance of repressive histone modifications

H3K9me2 and H3K27me2. Simultaneous binding to the

promoter of the adult gene βmaj demethylase UTX,

which removes repressive modifications H3K27me2, and

methyltransferase MLL2, which trimethylates histone H3

within the K4 region, activates the adult gene. G9a-

dependent binding of components of the Mediator com-

plex to chromatin within the locus plays an important role

in the stage-specific activation of the adult gene (but not

the embryonic gene) in mice. G9a stabilizes binding of

the Mediator activator complex on the βmaj promoter,

G9a methyltransferase activity being not required for

manifestation of the activator function of the Mediator.

Thus, repression of the embryonic gene E(y) (in mice)

depends on the balance between coactivator and core-

pressor activities of G9a.

MECHANISMS OF STAGE-SPECIFIC

REPRESSION OF β-GLOBIN GENES

A great body of data has accumulated that speaks in

favor of the existence of mechanisms of direct repression

of the fetal and embryonic genes. So, an integrated con-

struct containing the ε-globin gene under the LCR con-

trol is only expressed in the yolk sac. Thus, all genomic

elements required not only for the stage-specific activa-

tion, but also for stage-specific repression are located in

the embryonic gene or in the LCR. This observation sug-

gests that the autonomous silencing of the embryonic

gene plays a pivotal role in the mechanism of stage-spe-

cific expression switching.

Analysis of GWAS data revealed three loci whose

mutations provided anomalously high levels of HbF (i.e.

derepression of fetal β-globin genes) in adults [44, 45].

The first locus is situated in the β-globin gene domain as

such, the second and the third were located in a BCL11A

locus of chromosome 2 and intergenic region between

genes HBS1L and MYB in chromosome 6, respectively.

A transcription factor with zinc finger-like DNA-

recognition domain BCL11A (B-cell lymphoma/

leukemia 11A, also referred to as EVI9, CTIP1) was

cloned as a myeloid oncogene (in mice) and a B-cell

oncogene (in humans) [46-48] required for normal lym-

phopoiesis. Genome-wide studies suggested that, in addi-

tion to lymphopoiesis, this factor directly participates in

repression of the embryonic and fetal globin genes in

adult erythroblasts. Knockdown of BCL11A in human

erythroblasts leads to increase in expression of fetal

hemoglobin [49]. In mice, BCL11A is only expressed in

certain erythroid cells. These data suggest that BCL11A is

one of the key transcription factors that provide switching

[50]. BCL11A binds to regulatory elements within the

LCR, with promoter of ε-globin gene, and also with an

intergenic region between the fetal and adult genes, but it

does not bind directly to either the adult or embryonic

genes. In erythroid cells, BCL11A is integrated into a

composite protein complex that comprises transcription

factors GATA1, FOG1, RUNX1, KLF1, and SOX6 [51].

The repression mechanism also assumes recruitment of

epigenetic factors that provide stage-specific repression of

the fetal and embryonic globin genes. BCL11A binds to

numerous modulators of chromatin structure (MBD3-

NuRD, LSD1/CoREST, NCoR/SMRT, SIN3, and

SWI/SNF), histone deacetylases HDAC1 and HDAC2,

lysine-specific demethylase LSD1, and DNA methyl-

transferase DNMT1 [51].
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BCL11A not only recruits repressing modulators of

chromatin structure, but it also participates in organiza-

tion of stage-specific interactions between promoters of

the adult genes and the LCR [52]. Formation of the

adult-type activator cluster occurs so that the fetal gene

promoters are displaced from the cluster. Thus, BCL11A

provides both direct repression of the embryonic and fetal

genes and advantage of the adult genes in a competition

for a common enhancer in adult erythroblasts.

Transcription factor SOX6 is yet another participant

of stage-specific switching of globin gene expression.

SOX6 determines differentiation pathways for many cell

types [4, 53]. SOX6 deficiency not only results in neona-

tal pathologies, but also causes substantial increase in

expression levels of embryonic genes βh1 and Ey in mice.

Repression by SOX6 is perhaps due to its interaction with

the key factor of stage-specific repression, BCL11A,

within the chromatin of the promoter of the fetal genes

[52]. In regulatory pathway networks, SOX6 can affect

different mechanisms. In particular, SOX6 enhances

definitive erythropoiesis by stimulating survival, prolifer-

ation, and terminal differentiation of erythroid cells [54].

Proteins of the GATA family (GATA1-6) are tran-

scription factors having a zinc finger-like DNA-recogni-

tion domain. GATA-binding sites are located within reg-

ulatory elements of many erythroid-specific genes, in

particular in the α- and β-globin gene domains. These

transcription factors can act either as repressors or as

transcription activators for the genes they control. The

action of GATA1 may be dual. On one hand, GATA1

promotes expression of the adult β-globin genes in mice

via recruitment of RNA-polymerase II to a promoter. On

the other hand, GATA1 binds to a region located

upstream of the fetal genes and recruits the repressor

NuRD chromatin remodeling complex to chromatin. It is

believed that this region is required for efficient repres-

sion of the fetal genes. GATA-1-binding sites are present

within the human ε-globin promoter. Using transgenic

mice that carry the human β-globin gene domain, it was

shown that mutations in them that affect GATA-1 bind-

ing lead to lack of ε-globin repression in adult animals.

Perhaps, GATA-1 represses the embryonic gene when in

a complex with transcription factors YY1 and SP1.

Promoter mutations in embryonic gene ε that are in the

binding sites for these transcription factors impair stage-

specific repression of the embryonic gene [55].

The role of erythroid-specific Krüppel-like factors

KLF1 and -2 in expression switching is ambiguous. KLF1

was found to be a transcriptional activator of adult β-glo-

bin genes. However, KLF1 and -2 also positively regulate

transcription of fetal and embryonic genes [56]. This tran-

scription factor binds to a CACCC motif, which is frequent

in regulatory elements of globin genes. KLF1 binds to

HS1-HS3 in the LCR, to promoter of the adult βmaj gene

in murine definitive erythroid cells, and also to promoters

of embryonic genes Ey and βh1 in embryonic erythroid

cells [57]. The pattern of binding of this factor by HS1-

HS4-elements within the LCR in the human β-globin

gene domain also varies in a stage-specific manner, which

suggests that it participates in expression switching of glo-

bin genes. KLF1 interacts with CBP/p300 and BRG1,

which is a component of the chromatin remodeling com-

plex SWI/SNF [58]. In addition to that, KLF1 promotes

transcription of BCL11A by binding to the BCL11A gene

promoter. Thus, at the same time, it can activate transcrip-

tion of adult genes and mediate repression of embryonic

and fetal genes at higher regulation levels.

The promoters of embryonic and fetal genes, but not

adult globin genes, contain direct repeats binding protein

factors, which are similar to COUP-TF nuclear orphan

receptors. Mutations in these regions provide active

expression of the embryonic gene in adult erythroblasts,

which indicates a possible role of the corresponding pro-

tein factors in repression of the embryonic gene [59].

COUP-TFII is expressed in embryonic and fetal ery-

throid cells, yolk sac, and in fetal liver; it is not expressed

in adult erythroid cells. COUP-TFII interacts with

BCL11A. However, it is still unclear whether this interac-

tion is required for repression of the embryonic and fetal

genes [60].

DR1 repeats in the embryonic gene promoter bind

transcription factor DRED, which competes with the

activating transcription factor KLF1 for promoter bind-

ing and provides repression of the embryonic and fetal

genes. DRED contains TR2 and TR4 nuclear orphan

receptors, which form a heterodimer upon binding to

promoters of the embryonic and fetal genes [61]. The

adult genes do not contain DR1; DR1 mutations are

associated with high levels of fetal hemoglobin in adult

erythroid cells. Conserved DR-elements within the

hematopoietic enhancer GATA1 (G1HE) bind

TR2/TR4, providing repression of GATA1 during termi-

nal stages of differentiation [62]. This complex interac-

tion network also provides stage-specific repression of the

embryonic and fetal genes in adult erythroblasts [63].

A pivotal role of transcription factor NF-E4 in glo-

bin gene expression switching in chickens was demon-

strated long ago [64]. The human homolog of the chick-

en NF-E4, p22NF-E4, is required for stage-specific acti-

vation of fetal genes. This protein along with a transcrip-

tion factor CP2 forms the SSP (stage selector protein)

protein complex. SSP is specific for the fetal stage of the

ontogenesis. It provides stage-specific activation of fetal

genes by binding to their promoters. Upon ectopic

expression, this factor stimulates transcription of fetal

genes and slows transcription switching in transgenic

mice that carry the human β-globin gene domain [65].

The list of transcription factors that directly or indi-

rectly participate in the stage-specific repression of β-glo-

bin genes grows continuously, and complete understand-

ing of their role in transcription switching of β-globin

genes still requires time.
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EPIGENETIC MECHANISMS

OF β-GLOBIN GENE SWITCHING

Transcription factors can alter the transcription state

of a gene by recruiting modulators of the epigenetic land-

scape of chromatin. Epigenetic modifications in turn

mobilize regulatory protein complexes, which finally

determine accessibility of chromatin to RNA-polymerase

II. Mechanisms of epigenetic transcriptional regulation

include: posttranslational modification of histones; DNA

methylation that impedes binding of transcription factors

and recruits corepressors, for instance, histone deacety-

lases; RNA interference leading to transcriptional inacti-

vation [66]; spatial rearrangement of loci (see below) and

gene relocation between transcriptionally-active and

repressed compartments of the cell nucleus [67].

DNA methylation is a well-studied epigenetic mark-

er associated with the repression state of chromatin. De

novo CpG island methylation is catalyzed by two DNA

methyltransferases, DNMT3A and DNMT3B, which

symmetrically methylate cytosine residues in both

strands. The methylation state is maintained after replica-

tion by DNMT1, which methylates CpG islands of the

nascent DNA strand. Effectors of DNA methylation are

proteins recognizing symmetrically methylated CpG dinu-

cleotides – MBD1, MBD2, MECP2, and MBD4 [68].

DNA methylation is one of the key mechanisms of onto-

genic regulation and cell differentiation [69]. Promoters

of all the β-globin genes are methylated in nonerythroid

cells. It was found long ago that promoter methylation in

erythroid cells is stage-specific: in adult erythroid cells of

endotherms, promoters of the inactive fetal and embry-

onic β-globin genes are methylated [70]. Silencing of

embryonic and fetal genes in adult cells is mediated by

MBD2, which recruits histone deacetylases HDAC1/2

included into NuRD remodeling complex to methylated

DNA [71, 72]. The DNA methylation inhibitor 5-azacy-

tidine reactivates the fetal genes. 5-Azacytidine is utilized

for therapy in patients with thalassemia and sickle cell

disease. Indeed, it causes accumulation of fetal hemoglo-

bin in erythrocytes. The same effect is observed during

clinical application of the DNMT1 inhibitor decitabine

[73].

Another important epigenetic mechanism that

determines transcriptional activity of a gene is modifica-

tion of histones within chromatin. The transcriptionally

active chromatin configuration is maintained first of all

by a high level of histone acetylation [74], which is cat-

alyzed by P300/CBP and the other histone acetylases. On

the contrary, histone deacetylases are important for gene

repression. Activation of the β-globin genes is associated

with the formation of the corresponding chromatin con-

text specific for different stages of ontogenesis.

Acetylation of regulatory elements occurs in a clear stage-

specific manner [24]. In fetal liver erythroblasts, activat-

ing histone modifications (pan acetylation of histone H3

and its dimethylation at K4) are predominantly located in

a region of the embryonic gene ε and the fetal genes Gγ

and Aγ. In bone marrow erythroblasts, pan acetylation of

H3 and its dimethylation at K4 is observed in a segment

containing the adult β-globin genes δ and β, whereas the

fetal genes Gγ and Aγ virtually lack these activating mod-

ifications. In chromatin, LCR-activating modifications

are present at all stage of ontogenesis [75-78]. During

early stages of erythroid differentiation, HS4 in LCR is

perhaps a platform for assembly of histone acetyltrans-

ferase complexes and a nucleation point for extension of

the acetylated domain [79]. Stage-specific repression of

fetal genes is associated with active deacetylation of his-

tones in a corresponding part of the locus.

Classical histone deacetylase inhibitors (butyrate and

trichostatin) similarly to DNA methyltransferase

inhibitors can induce significant derepression of the fetal

genes. Histone deacetylase inhibitors are successfully

applied for therapy of β-thalassemia and sickle cell dis-

ease [80, 81]. However, the mechanism of histone

deacetylase inhibitor action in vivo is not limited to a

direct effect on regulatory elements of the β-globin gene

domain. Histone deacetylases modulate expression of

transcription factors and signal proteins that guide primi-

tive and definitive erythropoiesis [82, 83]. For this reason,

inducing transcription of the fetal genes by inhibitors may

be mediated by a complex network of interacting mecha-

nisms.

Histone methylation can determine both the active

state of genes and their inactivation [2, 84]. Repression of

β-globin genes in nonerythroid tissues and perhaps in

stem cells is mediated by the histone methyltransferase

G9a, which provides accumulation of the modified form

of histone H3K9me2. This modification is not only dis-

tributed in transcriptional units, but also in the LCR, thus

forming several chromatin domains [85]. The nucleation

center of the repressive chromatin domain is the HS2

enhancer, which is a part of the LCR. HS2-bound repres-

sor complex MafK-Bach1 recruits histone methyltrans-

ferase G9a to the enhancer. In erythroblast precursors

and nonerythroid cells, methyltransferase forms a large

G9a-dependent domain H3K9me2, which comprises the

entire β-globin gene locus [86]. During erythroid differ-

entiation, Bach1 leaves the complex and it is degraded via

the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway [87]. According to

certain data, repressive modification H3K9me2 also plays

a role in providing the stage-specific expression pattern.

Inhibition analysis suggests participation of histone

methyltransferase G9a/KMT1C and repressive modifica-

tion H3K9me2 in the repression of fetal genes in adult

erythroblasts [88]. Activation of fetal gene expression

upon the action of an inhibitor correlates with the

absence of H3K9me2 within the entire domain, appear-

ance of LDB1 on promoters of the fetal genes, and for-

mation of a contact between the LCR and promoters of

the fetal genes [7].
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According to other data, dimethylation of H3

(H3K9me2) does not determine selection of the stage-

specific transcriptional state, as it is present in promoters

of adult and embryonic genes regardless of their activity.

The presence of H3K27me2 modification, which recruits

a Polycomb repressor complex in the fetal gene promoter

of adult erythroblasts, is crucial for stage-specific repres-

sion. In chromatin of adult erythroid cells, promoters of

active adult genes carry both repressive modification

H3K9me2 and activating modification H3K4me3,

whereas H3K27me2 modification is absent [89].

Maintenance of the DNA methylation the pattern

and spread of repressive histone modifications are inter-

connected and interdependent processes. Histone acety-

lation within chromatin impedes DNA methylation. In

some cases, DNA methylation and MBP (methyl-bind-

ing proteins) recruit corepressors possessing a SET

domain and catalyzing H3K9 methylation. On the other

hand, repressive histone modifications recruit DNA

methyltransferases. Thus, mechanisms with positive feed-

back regulation enhance regulatory signal [90].

Arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs) play an

important role in the regulation of switching. H4 histone

methylation at arginine 3 (H4R3Me2s) catalyzed by argi-

nine methyltransferase PRMT5 targets DNMT3A DNA

methyltransferase to the fetal globin gene promoters [91].

This modification is associated with repression. The com-

plex of DNA methyltransferase and arginine methyl-

transferase on promoters of embryonic genes is addition-

ally bound by NuRD and the methyltransferase Suv4-

20h1, which methylates histones H3 and H4. On the

other hand, PRMT1 activity through interaction with

partner proteins induces chromatin acetylation

(Lys9/Lys14C) within promoters of the adult genes. This

provides advantage to acetylated promoters of the adult

genes in competition for a common enhancer [92]. Thus,

PRMT participates in expression switching by repressing

fetal and activating adult genes at the same time.

Chromatin remodeling factors play a pivotal role in

regulation of stage-specific expression of the globin genes.

One of these factors is NuRD (nucleosome remodeling

and deacetylase), which is one of the best-studied ones.

The complex comprises six proteins, including histone

deacetylases 1/2, ATP-dependent helicase, which modu-

lates accessibility of chromatin to transcription factors,

and MBD2/MBD3. NuRD can act both as repressor and

activator of gene expression [93]. Binding to a promoter of

the fetal gene γA and recruiting histone deacetylases to

methylated DNA, GATA1/FOG-1/NuRD provides its

repression in adult erythroid cells [94]. Recruitment of

NuRD to the repression complex is also performed by

transcription factors BCL11A, LRF, and TR2/TR4 [95].

The same complex is associated with active transcription

of adult genes. The activator role of NuRD in a complex

with IKAROS and P-TEFb may be determined by partic-

ipation of the complex in transcription elongation [96].

The SWI/SNF complex is an ATP-dependent chro-

matin remodeling factor and it activates transcription

though destabilization of DNA–histone interaction with-

in nucleosomes. SWI/SNF is a part of the so-called PYR

complex that participates in expression switching in mice.

The complex is only present in adult erythroid cells. In

addition to SWI/SNF, it comprises NuRD, IKAROS,

and the transcription factor PYR [97, 98]. Transcription

factor PYR binds to a pyrimidine-rich 250-bp-long

sequence located between the stage-specific subdomains

[99]. It is believed that PYR associates with chromatin at

the moment of transcription switching. Thus, NuRD

provides repression of fetal genes, whereas SWI/SNF

opens the adult subdomain for binding of activating tran-

scription factors [97, 98].

SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF CHROMATIN

AS AN EPIGENETIC FACTOR

OF STAGE-SPECIFIC EXPRESSION

SWITCHING IN THE β-GLOBIN GENE DOMAIN

In recent years, evidence has appeared indicating

that mechanisms directing differential gene expression in

specialized cells may act by setting the spatial organiza-

tion of the genome, which provides the possibility for

direct contacts between the enhancer and promoters of

activated genes. Works on the mouse β-globin gene

domain played an important role in establishing this con-

cept. Utilizing fixation of chromosome conformation

[100], it was shown that in erythroid cells producing glo-

bins, the LCR of the globin gene domain is located in the

vicinity (perhaps forming direct contact) of active genes

[101, 102]. Hence, in fetal erythroid cells DNA fragments

are looped that separate the LCR and promoters of the

fetal genes, whereas in adult erythroid cells DNA frag-

ments are looped that separate LCR and promoters of the

adult genes. Further studies have shown that such

arrangement is rather universal and can be seen in other

vertebrates [13, 103]. Mechanisms maintaining alterna-

tive spatial arrangements of the domain are virtually

mechanisms of globin gene expression switching. Indeed,

it was shown that manual formation of a chromatin loop

that approaches the LCR to the fetal globin genes in adult

erythroblasts is sufficient for activation of transcription of

these genes [14, 35]. Hence, the number of cells produc-

ing fetal globins grows significantly, whereas duration of

transcription pulses is not changed. This suggest that in

this situation reactivation of genes that were switched off

by epigenetic mechanisms occurs rather than increase in

transcription activity of already active genes. This phe-

nomenon is not specific for the fetal genes. Manual for-

mation of a chromatin loop that brings the LCR to the

adult globin genes in cells expressing the fetal genes

results in activation of transcription of the adult genes

[104]. Mechanisms establishing and maintaining func-
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tion-dependent spatial organization of the genome are

being extensively studied. Recently, a new inducer of fetal

gene expression was discovered – SIRT1 deacetylase.

SIRT1 not only represses transcription of suppressors of

fetal genes BCL11A, KLF1, HDAC1, and HDAC2, but it

also enhances binding of RNA-polymerase II to a pro-

moter, increases H4K16Ac copy number in chromatin,

and directly participates in formation of contacts between

regulatory elements by binding to fetal gene promoters

and LCR. However, the key role in bringing LCR to glo-

bin gene promoters is played by specific transcription fac-

tors. Virtually simultaneously it found that transcription

factors KLF1 and GATA1 and cofactor GATA1 FOG1

participate in formation of the loop [105, 106]. Somewhat

later, it was shown that important regulators of

hematopoiesis, TAL1 [107] and BCL11A [52], partici-

pate in formation of a contact between LCR and promot-

ers of fetal and embryonic genes. TAL1 binds to regulato-

ry elements of the β-globin gene domain in a complex

containing GATA-1, LMO2, and Ldb1. All these tran-

scription factors bind to both LCR and globin gene pro-

moters. However, the exact mechanism providing the

interaction remained obscure. Rather long ago an

assumption was made that interaction between the regu-

latory elements may be assured by homodimerization of

DNA-binding transcription factors [108]. Functional

analysis has demonstrated that the key role in providing

interaction between the regulatory elements and loop for-

mation is played by LDB1 protein. Highly conserved pro-

tein LDB1 (LIM domain-binding factor 1), which is

essential for erythroid differentiation, does not possess

any DNA-binding or enzymatic activity. Nevertheless, it

is capable of binding to LMO2, GATA1, and TAL1 and of

dimerization in vitro. The LDB1/GATA1/TAL1/LMO2

complex binds to the LCR and to the globin gene pro-

moters. LMO2 mediates association of this complex with

transcription factors GATA1 and TAL1, which in turn

interact with E-box/GATA motifs that are frequent in

regulatory elements of erythroid-specific genes, in partic-

ular in the β-globin gene domain. LDB1 dimerization

assures colocation of the LCR and the β-globin gene pro-

moters. Selection of interacting promoter and subsequent

activation of the β-globin genes is determined by differ-

ential stage-specific LDB1 binding to promoters of the

fetal or adult genes [109, 110]. It was shown for several

erythroid-specific genes that LDB1 and an architectural

protein CTCF together participate in formation of a

chromatin loop that puts enhancer and promoter in close

proximity. However, neither Mediator nor cohesin are

required for formation of the loop within the β-globin

gene domain [111].

Formation of specific epigenetic context during dif-

ferentiation of adult erythroid cells precedes LDB1 bind-

ing and formation of contacts between the genomic ele-

ments through dimerization of this transcription factor.

So, inhibition of G9a methyltransferase, which methy-

lates histone H3 (H3K9me2), activates fetal genes and

represses adult genes in adult erythroid cells. Changes in

the expression pattern are accompanied by the loss of

H3K9me2 in the chromatin locus, appearance of LDB1

on fetal gene promoters, and de novo formation of contact

between fetal gene promoters and the LCR. These obser-

vations suggest that G9a methyltransferase binding and

shaping the epigenetic landscape precedes the loop for-

mation in the sequence of regulatory events [7].

Activation and repression of the fetal globin genes is

accompanied by bringing together regulatory elements

apart from promoters and enhancers. So, in fetal ery-

throblasts, a genomic element separating stage-specific

subdomains (HBBP1) contacts with domain-flanking

DNase I hypersensitivity sites HS5 and 3′HS1 (figure).

Transcription switching is accompanied by loss of

HBBP1 contacts with the domain-flanking genomic ele-

ments and emergence of HBBP1 contact with embryonic

globin gene. It is believed that this is how the fetal genes

are isolated from the enhancer. HBBP1 deletion leads to

significant increase in expression activity of the fetal

genes and by its impact it is virtually identical to reactiva-

tion of the fetal genes upon removal of suppressor

BCL11A [112].

Fundamental aspects of the mechanisms of stage-

specific expression switching are of clear interest in terms

of studying common features of transcription regulation.

Stage-specific expression of the β-globin genes is ensured

by a complex network of interacting factors and divergent

mechanisms. These include promoter competition for

common enhancer, binding of specific activators and

repressors of transcription, DNA methylation, and estab-

lishment of a complex stage-specific histone context

within chromatin that alters spatial organization of the

domain during ontogenesis. It cannot be ruled out that

selection of transcriptional state of stage-specific genes

occurs simultaneously with selection of either a primitive

or definitive erythropoiesis pathway much before begin-

ning of active expression of globin genes. However, the

complexity and multicomponent nature of the regulatory

systems of expression switching does not ensure its sus-

tainability. Utilization of a low molecular weight inhibitor

affecting a single component of the hierarchical regulato-

ry network may disrupt the entire multilevel system that

provides stage-specific repression and activation [113].

On the other hand, direct triggering of transcription of a

repressed gene may be easily achieved via bypassing any

mechanisms by manual approaching of an enhancer to a

promoter.

Studying the mechanisms of repression of fetal genes

has one important practical aspect. In the USA, treat-

ment of 3.5 million patients with severe forms of anemia

requires over 14 million units of red blood cells donated

each year [114] (~$1.5 billions). Reactivation of fetal β-

globin genes allows partial compensation for deficiency of
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the adult β-globin and amelioration of the condition of

patients with β-thalassemia and sickle cell disease. For

this reason, studies on the mechanisms of β-globin gene

switching and developing inducers for derepression of the

fetal genes are necessary for finding new approaches in

drug therapy of anemia.
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